
What to do when your heater fan stops working
When your fan no longer works (or only works intermittently, or at only some speeds) on a cold or wet 
winter’s day, or a hot clammy one for that matter, you will realise just how indespensible it is, even 
though the heater in the 1.9JTD is pretty ineffectual for the first 10-20 miles!
First thoughts are a fuse has gone, but the system is protected by the separate 30A General Protection 
Maxi-fuse 5 under the bonnet which also covers the radiator fan, ABS protection circuit, headlight washer 
pump, fuel pump, and electronic injection so can easily be eliminated.  Likewise the small fuse 12 in the 
dashboard fuse box, according to the Owner’s Handbook, also covers several other items,  Fuse 17 covers 
the heater relay coil and several other items including the cigar lighter and electric mirrors, Fuse 27 is 
pictured in the Handbook, though not listed, is the feed to the energising coil of the heater relay J35 and 
should be checked.

That is when you think of checking and eliminating the fan, N85, the fan speed control resistor block, 
O30, the heater relay, J35, the air conditioning ecu on the driver’s side of the heater system1, and the 
heater control knob, H81.  That is when you find that there are at least three circuit diagrams for models 
with Heater only, Heater with Air Conditioning, and Heater with Climate Control, with wires of different 
colours and sizes and different connectors.  You would then find that these circuit diagrams on the Fiat 
Multipla CDs are incorrect with, for example, the O30 having one wire too few and the wrong colours. 
You will also waste a lot of time trying to access the Heater Control knob which even when the 
instrument panel is removed is behind an immoveble plastic plate, and attempting to eliminate the relay 
J35 before concluding there possibly isn’t one!  My dealer checked and said there wasn’t one, but that 
isn’t conclusive!
I have been there and done all that, so you might like to profit from my experience and cut to the quick!!

You may not have noticed whilst it was working that the heater fan is above the front passenger side 
footwell!  The fan speed resistor block is adjacent and behind it. The fan is held on by three phillips 
screws and the resistor block by two, all approached by lying with your back on the floor with your legs 
out of the door supported by your better half!  Fortunately you probably won’t have to remove them. (See 
pics)



First you need to know that there should be 12V across the orange and black terminals at the fan 
connector irrespective of whether the ignition is on or not and irrespective of the position of the heater 
speed knob.  You might think that would mean the fan would be blowing all the time, but not so because 
the fan is in series with the adjacent fan speed resistor block.  (I didn’t trace back the grey wire on the 
O30 after it disappeared into the harness.)

The point I am making is that if you don’t have 12V across the fan connector when the ignition and heater 
are off then the solution will be very simple.  Tracing the wires back from the fan connector to the 
adjacent fan speed resistor block you will find that the orange and black cables come from the Out side of 
the main terminal connector block.  This connector block and cable is usually attached to the carpet just 
inside the central grey plastic shroud by a tab of Velcro tape.  It can be pulled up and over the shroud 
avoiding the need to first remove the shroud (3 Allen bolts and 3 Phillips screws).  You have to remove 
the grey retaining clip to try and separate the two sides of the connector, but mine was heat welded tight! 
As you can test the voltages on either side without splitting it don’t bother trying! (See pics).

If you check across the corresponding connectors on the In side of this block you will find that you have 
12V, again irrespective of whether the ignition is on or not and irrespective of the position of the heater 
speed knob. The feed to the main junction does not therefore come from the relay J35 or from the heater 
control knob.  (You will also find that you have 12V across the two adjacent wires, but only when the 
ignition is on which is why I suspect the blue/black wire to O30 comes from Fuse 27 mentioned above.) 
So if you don’t have a good 12V across the fan connector then there is a poor connection across the main 
junction connector. So the reason my fan wasn’t being fed was because the large connector junction had 
overheated and wasn’t ‘connecting’.
The connector is just not up to the job.  The fan draws upto 27A and the junction overheats.  Mine could 
not be separated though others have been able to split the junction and show the scorched plastic and 
cable2.
My solution was to use four yellow 25A-rated Scotch type snap lock quick splice connectors to connect 
2.5mm2 jump leads across the junction (see pic).  There is no need to cut the existing cables.



Despite there being a permanent 12V across these terminals, you can with care avoid disconnecting the 
battery; the only risky moment is when you apply your insulated pliers to force the clip in.

Only use yellow connectors.  I got mine from e bay seller Autostar*, item 180739198361 at £2.75 for 10 
delivered, so the actual cost of the repair was only £1.10!

As there are 5 wires to the O30 fan speed resistor block and a permanent 12V supply, I suspect that there 
is a relay inside the O30 fed by the fifth wire rather than the discrete relay shown in the circuit diagrams. 
In the schematic wiring circuit diagram the relay J35 switches on a 20A supply to the heater control knob 
and I suspect such a discrete relay was intended to reside on the plastic spur between the fan connector 
and the adjacent fan speed resistor block (see earlier pics).  

Who cares if I am wrong as all is now working again – let the Siberian winds blow!!

Footnotes
I know of only three other occurrences of this fault so it is perhaps not a common problem.

1 Ian Brownson Nov 12, 2011 reported
http://uk.groups.yahoo.com/group/multiplaowners/message/37216 
that when his fan only worked at speeds 1 and 2 the problem was caused by a faulty air conditioning ecu 
and resolved by replacing it (see pic). 

2  Lance3950 15/10/2009 reported the same faulty connector 
http://uk.groups.yahoo.com/group/multiplaowners/photos/album/895067438/pic/list

David Buchholz Apr 12, 2011 attached a picture (better than mine!) of the culprit connector 
http://uk.groups.yahoo.com/group/multiplaowners/message/35154
see http://dl.dropbox.com/u/683827/Screenshots/IMG_0007.jpg
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